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The pinwheel nebulae observed in some WC-binaries essentially
mirror a transport phenomenon. We show the importan e of the entral wind
ollision zone in setting the `initial onditions' for this transport. In order to
understand some of the newly observed features, we postulate that standard
theory of olliding ows must be extended by onsidering radiative breaking,
heat- ondu tion, and the lumped hara ter of the winds. We suggest that
lumped winds an be modeled by highly ompressible turbulen e and outline
some onsequen es for the physi s of the wind ollision zone. With regard to
dust produ tion we argue that the system enter is the only lo ation where dust
nu leation an happen.

Abstra t.

1.

Introdu tion

In re ent years, fantasti new observations have brought new insights into phenomena related to olliding winds in massive star binaries. IR pinwheel nebulae
(Tuthill, Monnier, & Dan hi 1999; Mar henko et al. 2002, Monnier, Tuthill, &
Dan hi 2002b) give insights into the ir um-stellar environment on a s ale ranging up to 1000 stellar separation lengths. New observations in wavelengths from
X to IR have revealed that some points of the lassi al theory of binary windwind ollision must be revised. To give only two examples: in ontrast to lassi al
theory, the sho ks of the wind-wind intera tion in WR140 at periastron passage
are highly radiative (Mar henko & Mo at, private ommuni ation). Monnier
et al. (2002a) report that the non-thermal emission region in WR-binaries is
generally larger than lassi al theory predi ts. This seems to mat h with the
X-ray emission of V444 Cyg measured by Cor oran et al. (1996), who see gas
with, ompare to predi tions, a larger spatial extension but a lower temperature.
In this paper we omment on these developments from a theoreti al point
of view. In Se tion 2, we dis uss how the observed pinwheels are onne ted with
olliding winds and why they form Ar himedian spirals. Se tion 3 is devoted
to a glimpse at physi al pro esses beyond lassi al theory. In parti ular, we
onsider the ollision of two highly ompressible ows as a model for the ollision of lumped hot star winds. Some arguments why su h a model favors the
produ tion of dust are given. We summarize in Se tion 4.
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Figure 1. Comparison of spiral pattern of models A (left) and B (right) in
the orbital plane on a s ale of 333 AU, roughly 200 times the stellar separation.
Density is shown as a logarithmi grey-s ale plot between log  = 3 (white)
and  = 7:5 and higher (bla k).
2.
2.1.

Sho ks and large s ale spiral patterns
Cir ular orbits

In some WC binaries, pinwheel nebulae are observed in IR dust emission (see
Tuthill et al., this volume). The pinwheels are shaped like an Ar himedian spiral
and interpreted as tra ers of the wind-wind intera tion zone. We will dis uss
the geometry and properties of the observed spirals with the help of two toymodels. In both models, the orbital period of the binary system is 90 days
and the mass of both stars is 23 M . Both stars have winds with a terminal
velo ity of 1500 km/s. The stars in model A have mass-losses of 1  10 6 and
1:8  10 6 M /y, those in model B 1  10 6 and 1  10 5 M /y. The simulations
are purely hydrodynami al and radiative ooling is negle ted. Figure 1 shows
the resulting spirally shaped stru tures of the two models. All simulations in
this paper were performed with our A-MAZE ode (Walder & Folini 2000).
But let us start with a look at the very entral region of the system. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the intera tion of the two winds a tually takes pla e
only in the region between the two stars, perhaps on a s ale 2{3 times the
separation of the two stars. Only there the stellar winds get sho ked, raising the
temperature to a very high value, and ompressing the matter strongly. In this
entral region, the intera tion of the winds results in a tilted sho k one, the
opening angle of whi h is given by the ratio of the two wind-momenta, its tilt
by the ratio of the wind and orbital velo ities. Within the intera tion zone, the
sho ked material is re-a elerated to approximately the wind-speed. The main
di eren e between models A and B, the mu h narrower sho k one of model B,
is due to the di erent mass-losses. The physi s of this entral region is well
investigated and we have something like a `standard theory', mostly worked out
by Usov (1991, 1992), Stevens, Blondin & Pollo k (1992), and Walder (1995).
On s ales larger than approximately 2 times the stellar separation no further
hydrodynami al a tion takes pla e, neither between the two winds, nor between
the winds and the material streaming outwards o the entral intera tion zone.
In the oordinate system o-rotating with the two stars, the velo ity eld gets
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Figure 2. Velo ity eld in the orbital plane on a s ale of 60 AU of model A
in the observers frame (left) and of model B in the o-rotating frame (right).
Temperature is shown as a logarithmi grey-s ale between log T = 4.6 (white)
and 7.6 (bla k). The jet-like stru tures in the enter are numeri al artifa ts.

ompletely tangential to the spirals emerging from the entral region (Figure 2,
right). In the observers frame the gas moves radially outward (Figure 2, left).
The spiral is a wave pattern arising from the superposition of the gas and orbital
velo ity. The shape of the spirals orresponds to the tangential urve of the orotating velo ity eld: vr = vwind = onst, V (r) = v orot = !r, where P = 2!
is the period and r the distan e to the enter of mass of the binary system.
Both spiral arms in the orbital plane are Ar himedian spirals. However, sin e
the entral intera tion sho k- one of model B has a mu h smaller opening angle,
the two arms in this model lie mu h loser together. Model B resembles mu h
more a WR-system. If the dust in the spiral shell is opti ally thi k, we see,
looking at the system head-on, only one spiral whi h ompletely on nes the Ostar wind. If the dust shell is not ompletely opti ally thi k two spiral arms an
in prin iple be seen due to line of sight e e ts. If the line of sight is arbitrary, a
orre t interpretation of the observations needs ompli ated radiative transfer.
We summarize that the wind-wind intera tion takes only pla e within 2-3
stellar separations. From there the material is transported outwards without any
further intera tion, the transport path des ribing Ar himedian spirals. Along
this transport, the gas may ool, re ombine, dust grains may grow, but there
are no more external e e ts on the ow apart from stellar radiation. The `initial
onditions' of this ow are set in the very enter of the system.
2.2.

E

entri

orbits at the example of WR140

We pro eed to e entri systems and present preliminary results of a simulation of WR140 ( = 0:82), a system whi h at ea h periastron passage produ es
dust. We use wind- and system-parameters as in the axisymmetri simulations
of Stevens, Blondin, & Pollo k (1992), whi h were derived by Williams et al.
(1990). Smooth winds are onsidered. Opti ally thin radiative ooling is inluded but a e ts the ow only on large s ales as the ooling time is onsiderably
longer than dynami al time-s ales in the enter of the system.
Our simulation shows that also in this highly e entri system the sho ks
and the asso iated high ompression rate are lo ated only in the enter of the
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Figure 3. Density in logarithmi grey-s ale (white: 5.35, bla k: 10.35) in the
orbital plane on a s ale of 333 AU of a simulation of WR140 at phases 0.00
(periastron, upper left), 0.02 (upper right), 0.039 (lower left), and 0.08 (lower
right). The stars move lo kwise. A video-animation of this simulation an be
opied at http://www.astro.phys.ethz. h/sta /walder/private. The data are
available from the authors upon request.

system. There are no se ondary sho ks due to the orbital motion. However, the
shape and lo ation of the spiral arms are highly variable. The spiral rea ts with
the orresponding time-delay to the hange in orbital velo ity of the stars. Its
asymmetri shape is a general feature of e entri systems, ausing interesting
e e ts su h as the asymmetri X-ray light- urve of -Vel and o ultation e e ts
at quadrature (Walder, Folini & Motamen 1999, Folini & Walder 2002).

3.

Some elements beyond

lassi al wind-wind- ollision theory

As said in the introdu tion, ' lassi al' theory annot explain some of the new
observations. In our opinion, at least three major new elements must be in orporated into the theory, whi h, however, are not as 'handy' as the old analyti al
formulae. The rst element is radiative breaking (Gayley, Owo ki, & Cramner
1997), the se ond is heat ondu tion (Myasnikov & Zhekov 1998; Motamen,
Walder & Folini 1999), and the third is the lumpy hara ter of hot star winds
on whi h we on entrate here. For a further dis ussion of the importan e and,
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Figure 4. Colliding supersoni ally turbulent winds (from top and bottom)
and their intera tion zone in planar geometry, shown in density as a logarithmi grey-s ale (white: 1, bla k: 4) (left panel). The typi al time-averaged density distribution in highly ompressible turbulen e is log-normal (right panel).
Mean value and FWHM depend on the ow parameters.

in parti ular, of the omplex interplay of these physi al pro esses we refer to our
re ent review (Folini & Walder 2000).
3.1.

Collision of

lumped winds

The rst question whi h must be lari ed is the nature of the lumped hot star
winds. Two di erent pi tures are under dis ussion. The anon ball pi ture in
whi h the lumps are dis onne ted from the ow and move ballisti ally through
it. And then the supersoni turbulen e pi ture in whi h the lumps are dynamially on ned, transient stru tures (high and low density) with typi al life times
on the order of their sound rossing time.
While we do not ompletely rule out that single lumps exist, we favor the
pi ture of highly ompressible turbulen e for the generi ase. Our argumentation starts with two strong, however astonishing fa ts: the steady-state analysis
of moving atmospheres and winds of hot stars in terms of omplex o-moving
frame radiative transfer al ulations produ es syntheti spe tra whi h t extraordinary well with observed spe tra. However, an ad-ho lumping fa tor
must be introdu ed to a hieve these marvelous results. On the other hand, we
know from the analyses by Owo ki, Castor & Ribi ki (1988) and Owo ki (1998)
that line-driven winds are highly unstable and time-dependent, produ ing variable stru tures in the wind onsisting of high-density knots and voids.
These two, on the rst glan e, ontradi tory fa ts an be brought together
within the frame of highly ompressible (or supersoni ) turbulen e. It has been
shown by di erent authors (Ma Low et al. 1999, Vazquez-Semadeni, Gazol, &
S alo 2000) that the time-averaged density (over several rossing times) in su h
a ow has a log-normal distribution (Figure 4, right), ranging typi ally over
several orders of magnitude in density. The mean density is typi ally redu ed
by a fa tor of 3-10 as ompared to a smooth ow. So far, these theoreti ally
predi ted wind-stru tures ould hardly be observationally resolved. (We are not
speaking of more permanent wind-features like DACs, whi h most ertainly have
a di erent origin, likely linked to pro esses in the stellar interior.)
Although su h a pi ture seems plausible, we do not yet know the exa t
hara teristi s of su h turbulen e in stellar winds. This must be the subje t of
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future resear h whi h in ludes the radiation eld and the radial a eleration.
However, we nd it useful to present in Figure 4 the intera tion of two purely
hydrodynami al supersoni ally turbulent ows in planar symmetry. As for radiative olliding smooth ows, the intera tion zone is supersoni ally turbulent
itself and resembles intera tion zones as observed in PNe (Grosdidier, A ker, &
Mo at 2001) and as simulated in binaries (Stevens, Blondin, & Pollo k 1992).
As shown by Walder & Folini (2002), the ooling is signi antly enhan ed when
lumped ows ollide. Moreover, it seems possible that big lumps (>
R ) an

survive within the hot sho ked environment without being evaporated by the
X-ray photons or energeti thermal ele trons.
3.2.

Notes on the produ tion of dust

We argue that the region with the by far best onditions to produ e rst dust
nu lei is the very entral one. As dis ussed in mu h more detail in Walder
& Folini (2002), only there we an hope to nd high enough densities, large
enough opti al depths to shield the energeti stellar photons, and fast enough
ooling times to obtain onditions ne essary for dust nu leation as dis ussed by
Cher hne et al. (2000). However, a quantitative analysis has still to be done.
For WR140 Walder & Folini (2002) have shown that winds with reasonable
lumping indeed lead to radiative sho ks at periastron passage. The observations
of Mo at & Mar henko 2002 (private ommuni ation) now show lear eviden e
for radiative sho ks between phase 0.99 and 0.02. Consequently, at these phases,
densities of up to more than 1013 m 3 an be rea hed at the stagnation point
of the olliding ows. Typi al transport velo ities out of the enter are on the
order of the wind-velo ities; Williams at al. (1990) estimate 2860 km/s in the
plane of the sky. Therefore, at phase 0.02, dust will ll the spiral shell from
the enter out to nearly 100 AU. On e ooling be omes insuÆ ient again, the
produ tion of dust stops but the already present dust rushes further outwards.
At phase 0.04 (see Figure 3) at whi h Monnier, Tuthill, & Dan hi (2002) have
taken their rst snapshot, the dust shell is no longer onne ted over the tip of
the spiral but lies on a segment of its mantle, approximately 150-200 AU away
from the enter.
4.

Summary and

on lusions

Spirally shaped wave patterns are tra ers of the wind-wind intera tion whi h
takes pla e within 2-3 stellar separation only. Their generi shape is purely
determined by the ratio of the wind velo ity and stellar orbital velo ity. In
e entri systems, the shape of the spirals is variable and re e ts { at ea h
lo ation in spa e { time-delayed the variable orbital velo ity of the stars.
For a orre t physi al des ription of the entral intera tion zone radiative
breaking, heat ondu tion, and the lumpy hara ter of hot star winds must
be onsidered. We have onsidered the ollision of the supersoni ally turbulent
ows as a model for the ollision of lumped hot star winds and have shown that
the intera tion of su h ows results in a turbulent intera tion zone similar to the
intera tion zone of olliding smooth ows. Cooling, however, is enhan ed. We
on luded that the most favorable lo ation for dust nu leation is in the entral
region of the system, the only lo ation the wind-wind intera tion takes pla e.
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